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TIAA Consultant & Virtual Counseling Sessions

A TIAA consultant will be conducting virtual retirement counseling sessions on Tuesday, June 30,
Thursday, July 9, and Friday, July 24. No matter where you are in life - just getting started or planning
for retirement - a session can help you create a plan for your goals; and it is at no additional cost as a
part of your retirement plan. To register for one of the sessions, employees should call TIAA at
1.800.732.8353 and remain on the line for assistance; or register at www.TIAA.org/schedulenow. 
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Filing Weekly for Unemployment Reminder

This post is just a reminder that once you have filed for Unemployment you have an obligation to
claim weekly benefits for each week that you are unemployed and meet the eligibility requirements.
This is also called "certifying for benefits." You are confirming that you were unemployed for all or part
of the past week and that you met all other conditions of receiving benefits.

You can claim weekly benefits (certify for benefits) on the Unemployment website. Go to
labor.ny.gov/signin. Enter your NY.gov username and password. Click the "Unemployment Services"
button on the My Online Services page, and then click "Claim Weekly Benefits" and follow the
instructions.

You can also claim weekly benefits by calling the Tel-Service toll-free, automated phone system at
888-581-5812. You will be asked to answer a series of questions, and then you will be asked to
confirm that all of your answers are true and correct. When you say yes or press 1 to answer this
question, it is the same as signing a document. This is because only you know the PIN you created
when filing your claim. Important: Do not give anyone your PIN, not even a family member. Only you
can claim weekly benefits.

For the purposes of Unemployment Insurance, a week runs from Monday to Sunday. You must file your
claim for the previous week on the last day of that week (Sunday) through the following Saturday.
This is called the claim window. Any certification made on a Sunday is for the week ending that day.

For more information, please click the link below to read the Unemployment Insurance Handbook. 

Link: Unemployment Insurance Handbook 
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Job Posting

Please see the link below for details as they relate to the Visiting Assistant Professor of Ceramic Art
position. 

Link: Visiting Asst Prof Ceramic Art Posting 
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